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INTRODUCTION

There are no doubts that management in public health care units is one of the greatest challenges for contemporary public services systems. The most important issues which appear in the management process of health care units, particularly the public ones, are: mission, vision, values and ethics. Mission of a health care organisation defines a purpose of existence and reasons for which an institution works from the patient’s point of view, taking into consideration personnel’s interests as well [Durlik 2008]. A social mission, in health care units, is an idea related to each aspect of an organisation’s activity, aiming at improvement of health condition and quality of a society’s life. Vision, in turn, defines a long-term unit’s future by stating what is it now and what it desires to be in a definite perspective. Vision presents as well a set of basic moral and ethical values within which health care organisation intends to operate. Vision should be expressed in a way that enables emotional engagement of medical personnel and supporting staff, as well as patients and environment in which an institution operates [Durlik 2008]. As it was said, ‘values and ethics are deeply embedded in a health care, and most of people who work in health care units present an altruistic belief regarding a social value of the pursued work’ [Walshe and Smith 2011]. Vision, mission and values should be properly expressed in an organisation operation by a proper communication of medical personnel with patients, especially because “today’s generation expects more of a health care that their parents. A society does not want to be a passive consumer of health care services which are served by service providers at their discretion. Patients, who are used to wide range of choice, as well as freedom of decision taking in other aspects of life (...) expect that they will be consulted, informed and included in taking decisions which concern their health” [Walshe and Smith 2011].
The basis is therefore communication of medical personnel with patients, which involves conversation techniques, motives for actions, attitudes and behaviours towards a patient which result from a professional role, and an expression role which allows understanding as well as satisfying patients’ expectations and needs. Sufficiently advanced communication skills of medical personnel are vital from the perspective of a patient who has found himself/herself in a difficult situation of a sickness and hospitalisation. Situation of a medical care, particularly a hospital care involves a severe stress, what was pointed out by Holmes and Rahe, who developed the Hospital Stress Scale which involves 49 items, ranged in accordance with the increase of their impact [according to: Wojtczak 1994]. On the basis of the above mentioned scale it can be concluded how important is information to patients, and what is its impact on a level of satisfaction with communication with medical staff, which is still low. A lack of that important factor leads to disorientation as well as stresses a patient, what directly influences their condition, and so it makes longer the process of recovery and stay in a hospital, what is equally inconvenient to the patient, medical personnel, taxpayers, and a unit manager, as longer hospitalisation of a patient means a huge logistical challenge to a unit. If a proper communication with a patient was provided, not only the patient would feel much better, what would directly affect the process of recuperation, but also it would contribute to improve effectiveness of medical personnel’s as well as a unit’s work, and create a possibility of inpatient treatment for those who need it, thanks to which waiting time to hospitals and specialists could be reduced. When it comes to time which is given to communication, interviews made in Warsaw Oncology Centre show that ‘in the time of a twenty-minutes appointment (oncologists appointment time is above the average) only one minute is set aside to patient’s questions. After all, patients do not know most of the terminology which is used by doctors. As a result every second patient claims that he/she hasn’t learned anything about the cause of a disease, and the same number of patients, after another equally hermetic appointment, stops to obey doctors’ recommendations’ [Szulc 2011]. The author addressed a very important issue which is a direct impact of communication on a therapy effectiveness, as the substantial function of an information exchange between a patient and medical personnel is to make a diagnosis, and then define further treatment in order to cure a patient. That is just one out of a few functions of communication in this complex relation, as another one, and in some cases (for instance chronic disease) an essential function is a function which involves support, emotional comfort of a fear and improving patient’s psychophysical condition. A patient who finds himself/herself in such a difficult situation may be frustrated by adverse external factors which cause unpleasant feeling, i.e. anxiety, fear, dread, pain and loneliness. Dependence, strictly related to the fact that care is provided by strange persons, is as well a difficult situation to a patient. A patient feels lack of control and influence on a situation. He/she can feel lost in a maze of medical procedures, which are not understandable to him/her, or specialist language. Such a psychophysical condition results in a negative emotional attitude, specified behaviours or means of communication. A patient’s attitude may vary from a defend one, by irritation, to aggression [Baum and Staszewski 2008]. The significance of communication in fear decreasing in patients is stressed by Rudawska who states that ‘patient, by choosing a specialist, entrusts in him/her his/her health, therefore he/she expects signals which confirm the choice made was right. In situations which exclude discretion of making
decisions, patient’s anxiety increase causing emotional tension which is often not real-ised. The role of communication is then even more important as apart from a persuasive function, it is a creator of trust to a services provider’ [Rudawska 2006]. As a result there can be distinguished four basic dimensions of relation which decide on development of a bond between a patient and a services provider: a technical dimension, a social dimen-sion, a moral dimension, and a cognitive dimension. A technical dimension refers to a ba-sic and traditionally understood treatment which involves medical activities related to diagnosis and therapy. This is the core of medical professions, and in interventional specialisations (e.g. surgery) it is of an invasive character. A social dimension refers to communication sphere between parties, it is of verbal and non-verbal character. The way conversation in conducted, the way of asking questions, clearness of expression, as well as all this what is included in the code of a body language, eye contact, touch – affect quality as well as effectiveness of communication with a patient. In many conditions communication affects a mental sphere, e.g. the emotional sphere of patient’s treatment. An effective communication is related to a technical dimension, as in many cases it is the basis of diagnosis and treatment, and in chronic diseases – an essential element of a ther-apy. A moral dimension relies on a patient’s trust in medical personnel. Between trust and communication there is a feedback, as creating a relation which is based on trust supports an efficient communication. Gaining somebody’s trust is a condition for moving a relation to a cognitive dimension, which refers to the level of engagement in a treatment of both a patient and a medical personnel. The engagement directly affects the quality of relations by shaping attitudes and behaviours of a relation participants, it has as well real impact on the course of treatment [Rudawska 2006]. Authors of an important handbook regarding an effective communication between doctors and patients stress out that ability of medical personnel to communicate with a patient is one of the most important factors in a treatment process [Wojtczak 1994]. It is the ground for diagnosis and treatment, and in the case of chronic diseases it is a fundamental form of therapy. The role of communica-tion ability in the process of treatment can be put in four aspects: informing, diagnos-ing, psychotherapy, and integration. Communication of medical personnel with a patient is performed in various ways and in various forms. Nevertheless, it can be divided into verbal communication, i.e. verbal transmission of information, and non-verbal communica-tion which involves so called ‘codes of body language’ (mimicry, gesticulation, tone and voice sound). Both of these methods are equally important and they complement each other. A competent application of both these methods makes an interaction effective [Wo-jtczak 1994], and a treatment – successful. ‘A basis for such finding are results of em-pirical studies which confirm the hypothesis that a major part of a treatment effect is the result of a constructive communication between a doctor and a patient’ [Rudawska 2006]. Depending on a personality, an attitude, and few other factors there can be noticed various forms of relations with a patient which are applied by a medical personnel. Bartkowiak distinguishes four basic forms of relations which can occur between a patient and a med-ical personnel. First of them is ‘the paternalist model in which it is a doctor who decides what type of treatment is most suitable and tries to make a patient to agree; another one is the information model in which a doctor as a professional expert provides information and a patient makes a decision regarding treatment methods; another one is an interpreta-tion model in which a doctor provides information both on a patient’s condition and risks
as well as advantages related to various types of treatment (a doctor acts in this model as well as an advisor who helps a patient in making a decision regarding procedures which are most suitable to patient’s personality); the other one is the model of joint consultation in which a doctor, as a teacher and a friend, starts a dialogue with a patient in order to consider all advantages and disadvantages of various methods and choose the most appropriate treatment’ [Bartkowiak 2010]. The latter model is as well-supported by other authors. In practical terms it is a model of relations which is most desired and advantageous.

It is therefore shown that a contemporary patient requires from a medical personnel, apart from high professional qualifications, specialist knowledge, lifelong learning and relevant professional experience, a widely understood communication which involves both a transfer of information regarding a health condition and a lot of empathy and partner support instead of paternalist moralizing and giving orders. Medical procedures, communication, trust, and engagement may prove to be key elements in a treatment process which directly affect a therapy effectiveness, a patient’s and personnel’s satisfaction, and even effectiveness of a health care institution. This is also an important question, as even without it Polish health care system faces many problems. Most of them however are out of a manager’s control. Nevertheless, there are many issues in particular health care units which can be improved and – by doing this – improve the quality of health care.

One of the most important questions on which a manager, head or director of a health care unit has a major impact is the issue of communication between medical personnel and patients. It is essential for a manager to remember about it, as it turns out that medical students of all professions are particularly required to constant enhancement of their knowledge regarding widely understood medical sciences with some elements of ethics, which is a separate academic subject but should be also emphasised in other courses. Lectures in communication or psychology are considered as an additional element to a basic medical knowledge, and they are still marginalised. Studies performed in 2016 in which, among others, the Regulation of the Minister of Science and Higher Education of 9th May 2012 on educational standards for the fields of study: Medical Major, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Nursing and Obstetrics was analysed, proved that social sciences related courses (including medical personnel soft competences development) are required to complete as a part of a study programme only to the minimum extent. For example, 6-years Medical Major programme covers totally 5,700 hours of courses and practical placements, and only 240 hours of the total number are dedicated to lectures in social sciences, which is just 4.21% of all courses. In turn, the total number of hours at a firs-cycle and second-cycle programmes in Nursing covers 6,020 hours of lectures, tutorials, and practical placements out of which only 450 hours are dedicated to workshops regarding social sciences which is 7.47% of the total time dedicated to education of nurses [Freund and Dorczak 2016].

It was not until middle 1990s, when a public debate regarding the significance as well as impact of communication on the quality of relations with a patient and a treatment process. There are still only few studies regarding a proper communication with a patient, similarly seminars and conferences. It should be stressed however that with the beginning of the new millennium interest in communication rises and consequently the issue becomes more and more significant. This time it is not only about improving relations with patients, but also about improving effectiveness of a health care unit.
activity, where an effective communication not only creates a positive spirit in a health care unit, but also becomes a part of creating a positive image of a unit and an important factor of a competitive advantage. Therefore, current motives for improving quality of communication with patients are market-oriented, nevertheless they can bring real advantages not only to a health care unit and medical personnel, but also patients and the whole society. It happens more and more often that health care units managers send their staff to special trainings, seminars and conferences, aiming at effectiveness improvement, particularly knowing that there are three basic types of skills which are nowadays required from a medical personnel: intellectual skills, practical skill, and communication skills. Within the scope of intellectual skills, there are specialist knowledge as well as acquiring knowledge regarding psychology, which significantly improves the communication process [Wojtczak 1994]. As it can be seen, all the three scopes of skills are indispensable for medical personnel in order to achieve professionalism. Communication is in this process as much important as knowledge and competences. The significance of communication was as well noticed in legal regulations and it was entered in ethical codes for particular professional medical groups. In the Ethical Code for Medical Doctors chapter 1 is dedicated to respect for a patient’s rights. Similar recommendations in regard to communication with patients can be found in the Code of Professional Ethics for Nurse and Midwife in the Republic of Poland. Both nurses and midwives in their vow in point 4 swear to “show respect to patients, not to misuse their trust, as well as observe professional secrecy”. In the specific part, which covers relations between a nurse and a patient, in point 1 it is stated that “a nurse in her professional role is obliged to (...) provide a patient with a reliable and understood information regarding a nursing process”, further in point 2 it is stated that “in cooperation with a patient a nurse should act with kindness, forbearance, patience, creating the atmosphere of mutual trust and understanding” [Code of Professional Ethics for Nurse and Midwife in the Republic of Poland]. Quite similar regulations can be found in the first coherent Code of Professional Ethics for Paramedics, and in other ethical codes of medical professionals. “Numerous experiments show the significance of empathy within the scope of improving interpersonal contacts, particularly in a relation doctor–patient. (...) A therapist’s ability to recognise his/her own as well as others’ emotional conditions decides on a proper perception of a patient’s affective sphere. (...) Therefore, the more empathy, the better perception and understanding of their own and others’ emotional conditions. (...) An empathic doctor is therefore not only an efficient specialist, but also a spiritual comforter, guardian and advisor” [Wojtczak 1994]. We must be aware that empathy is necessary so that communication with patients works properly. It turns out that communication based on empathy may be an effective addition to a therapy, as thanks to empathy medical personnel may ease emotional consequences of a disease (reduction of fear, anger, feel of wrong, depression, perplexity, helplessness), and mentally strengthen a patient in his/her struggle with a disease or adjustment to a disease (raising faith and hope, self-esteem, sense of support, sense of control, sense a situation understanding,
sense of meaning, sense of internal strength and motivation for treatment) [Motyka 2012]. Communication based on ethics and empathy may have a real impact on a patient’s condition. One should however remember that truly professional support may be effective only if it meets basic requirements, such as: competences, engagement, cooperation, and communication [Krzyżanowska-Lagowska 2005]. These are basic features which are necessary in order to acquire high work effectiveness of medical personnel, as well as an expected effectiveness of activities performed by health care units. It should be as well mentioned that, basing on ethical codes of particular medical professions, it is medical personnel who are responsible for the quality of communication with patients, that’s why it is so important to develop proper attitudes. What’s more, the relation level of complexity puts as well a great deal of responsibility for this communication in medical personnel, as complexity of this relation ‘on the one hand results from disadvantageous situation in which one of the communication party found himself/herself (a patient), and on the other hand – from the specificity of the communication subject (a disease)’ [Krzyżanowska-Lagowska 2005]. The above indicates as well that relation between a patient and medical personnel is of strongly asymmetric character, which means that it generally depends on a therapist whether his/her cooperation with a patient will be consonant, advantageous to both parties, or full of tensions, stresses and misunderstanding. In order to avoid the latter possibility, medical personnel should try to fulfil patient’s expectations both in information and emotional sphere. Meanwhile, according to patients’ opinions, medical personnel’s contact with a patient regards mainly a diagnosis [Wojtczak 1994]. What are then most common irregularities? The most common mistakes in communication with patients which are made by medical personnel, are among others: blaming a patient for the course of disease (manifested by moralising, numerous accusations, raising voice, what increases patient’s sense of guilt, which is without it high enough), seeing patient’s problems from their own perspective and imposing their opinion (it is viewing a patient through values characteristic of medical personnel, stereotype viewing), false sympathy (which may lead to improper calming a patient, e.g. telling untruth, withholding information, promising impossible things), inaccuracy in ordering and signing recommendations [Wojtczak 1994], or misusing specialist terminology or even jargon which is not understood to people outside medical sector. Other often mentioned defaults in communication are among others: treating patients tactlessly, impersonally; lack of interest in patient’s emotions and lack of attention given to patient’s emotions. We should consider why do so many mistakes in communication occur. The easiest answer is to blame insensitive medical personnel, however it would be very unfair and mostly false statement. The main reason is to be found in the lack of education in communication skills during first-cycle programmes and second-cycle programmes, as well as neglecting psychological issues. Lack of proper communication may as well be a result of individual cases of low empathy of medical personnel, however – what is important – empathy is a feature which can be, and even ought to be developed and cherished throughout the whole life, that’s why there is a great chance for improvement of communication processes with patients. Blaming only an educational system or individual features of some representatives of medical staff as the only reasons of improper communication with patients would be unfair, for this reason an increased level of stress under which medical staff works everyday should
be mentioned. Awareness of responsibility which lies with them is great, as everyday they deal with people’s health, and even life. If such a burden is not properly alleviated (for instance because of lack of a proper system of human resources management in a facility), it can lead to a burnout, which is particularly dangerous phenomenon in a work of a public service character.

While discussing the significance of communication in health care units management, there ought to be mentioned marketing advantages related to an effective communication with patients. More and more authors emphasise a great importance of positive relations between medical personnel and patient in the promotion of a given unit. Wojtczak states that the ability to establish contact is an opinion-forming factor, what is supported by favourable opinions of patients on medical personnel of a given unit that they are not only outstanding specialists in their fields, but also approachable, kind and understanding people [Wojtczak 1994]. In turn, Rudawska points out a great importance of so called relations marketing based on trust, engagement, ethics of a medicine doctor, and efficient communication [Rudawska 2006]. It turns out that proper communication between a patient and medical personnel may bring not only individual advantages to a patient, or indicate high effectiveness of medical personnel’s work, but also it may be the best, the most effective, and the cheapest form of marketing for a health care facility, letting managers use financial resources for much more urgent needs of an organisation, than expensive promotion. Thanks to this a director of a public health care unit may focus on priorities. A proper communication between a patient and medical personnel is essential for the perspective of a health care unit management also because of economic advantages. It is more precisely described by Rudawska who noticed that ‘a basic condition of an exchange in a relation patient–service provider is trust which causes an engagement increase in a positive result of services providing’ activity. The significance of trust goes further than a psychological and social spheres, becoming an economic category, which means that in longer periods of time it brings specific economic effects. Trust, which is a phenomenon that supports creating advantageous effects in a relation services provider–patient enables a services provider to stabilise relations with patients and increase in its competitiveness against other services providers, as relation based on trust and engagement becomes more valuable and precious than relations offered by market competition. From the perspective of a customer a real effect of trust in a relation is reduction of noticeable risk which is related to the fact of being a patient. A consequence of trust and engagement, which is substantial from both perspectives, is cooperation of parties to a relation in acquiring positive results in services related activity, what from a long-term perspective brings advantageous economic effects in the form of lower costs (reduction of number of visits and ordered drugs, reduction of hospitalisation length, reduction of the number of ordered examinations and tests)’ [Rudawska 2006]. Therefore, communication which is a perfect way to develop and sustain patients’ trust to medical personnel, as well as help to engage a patient in a treatment, becomes a strategic instrument in the context of health care unit management. Similarly, when communication is neglected it is very difficult to obtain trust, what results in difficulties in engagement creation, and in such situation patients will in large numbers turn to other health care units, what decreases effectiveness of a unit’s activity. The above shows why it is so important to create in medical care sector employees a natural
desire to actively communicate with patients, and then constantly improve this ability. Everyone makes mistakes in communication, and they are in fact inevitable, they cannot however dominate a relation between medical staff and patients.

To sum up, the literature indicates that communication, apart from a professional medical knowledge and practical experience, constitutes an inherent element of an effective treatment and may significantly influence the management of health care institutions. As it was shown, communication is significant from various point of view, thus the decision was made to make a study inquiring how important are these competences in the process of education, as well as in work in health care facilities. In relation to the above there were stated three hypothesis:

I: In the process of education there is only little time given to acquisition of communication skills regarding communication between a patient and medical personnel.

II: Medical personnel is satisfied with communication with patients.

III: Communication between medical personnel and patients may have an impact on the management of health care organisations.

METHODS

A study material was gathered in the first quarter of 2014. Medical personnel was addressed with a questionnaire which enclosed twelve closed questions with provided answer choices. In each question only one answer should have been marked. At the end of the questionnaire there was a respondent’s particulars in which medical personnel were asked to indicate their profession, number of years worked in the profession, sex, as well as entering the date and place. In the final analysis questionnaires from 113 representatives of various medical professions were taken into consideration. Significant number of questionnaires were gathered via website, as it enabled reaching as many specialist as possible. The method of analysis is quantitative.

In the three following tables there is presented characteristics of the study group, dividing it into profession pursued, seniority and sex. In the process of respondents selection the intension was to provide diversity to the highest possible level.

TABLE 1. Characteristics of the study group in division into medical professions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical profession</th>
<th>Number of questionnaires</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nurses and midwives</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramedics</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiotherapists</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical doctors/dentists/surgeons</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No data</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sum</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s own study on the basis of gathered study material.
STUDY RESULTS

The first of hypothesis which were presented in the study concerned a little time which is dedicated in the process of medical staff education to develop communication skills between health care employees and patients. In order to verify the hypothesis medical personnel were asked three questions.

Answers given to the first question indicate that 49% of medical personnel believe that education concerning an effective communication with patients is in Poland insufficient and there should be more attention paid to the issue in the process of education. A detailed distribution of answers is presented in Figure 1.

To the question whether during education medical personnel attended courses in communication with a patient 65% of respondent answered yes. A detailed distribution of answers is presented in Figure 2.

Answers to another question proved that medical personnel generally do not attend trainings, conferences or read literature concerning a proper communication with patients (49%). A detailed distribution of answers is presented in Figure 3.

When summing up the first assumption that in the process of education there is only little time dedicated to acquisition of communication skills concerning communication between a patient and medical personnel, the study results confirm its correctness. Answers given by respondents show that however 65% of them during professional
education attended courses in a proper and effective communication with a patient, answers to two another questions show that education within the scope of effective communication with patients in Poland is insufficient (49%), and medical personnel rather do not attend trainings, conferences, or read literature concerning communication with patients (49%).

Another presented hypothesis assumed that medical personnel is satisfied with communication with patients. In regard to that assumption five questions were asked. Firstly,
medical staff were asked about patients’ openness in communication with them. 63% of the staff answered that patients are stressed, but willing to talk to them. A detailed distribution of answers to the question is presented in Figure 4.

In another question respondents were more specifically asked whether patients passively hear recommendations or ask about certain issues. Medical personnel jointly stated (52%) that it is difficult to say, as it depends on a patient. A detailed distribution of answers to that question is presented in Figure 5.
In the next issue medical staff were asked about patients’ attitude towards their recommendations. Most of the respondents (36%) answered that patients try to observe medical recommendations, however they are not perfect in it. A detailed distribution of answers to this question is presented in Figure 6.

Answers to further questions show that more than a half of respondents (56%) believe that communication with patients is well. A detailed distribution of answers to that question is presented in Figure 7.
At the end medical personnel were asked directly to which extent they are satisfied with communication with patients. 69% of respondents answered that they are quite satisfied. A detailed distribution of answers to this question is presented in Figure 8.

When summing up the second hypothesis, that medical personnel are satisfied with communication with patients, the study results confirm that assumption. Respondent’s answers show that it depends on an individual case (52%) whether a patient passively...
accepts medical recommendations or asks additional questions but generally, in spite of little irritation, patients are willing to enter into a conversation (63%), try to observe medical recommendations though they are no always perfect in it (36%). Medical staff believe as well that communication with patients is good (56%), and they themselves are quite satisfied with the communication (69%).

Apart from questions which refer directly to hypotheses, there were few additional issues which may be found helpful in developing conclusions and preparing recommendations. It was found that medical staff largely try to (46%), to the extent where it is possible, reduce patient’s nervousness and fears. A detailed distribution of answers is presented in Figure 9.

The vast majority of inquired medical personnel claim (80%) that they try to communicate with patients in a simple, concise way, using words which are commonly understood. A detailed answers distribution is presented in Figure 10.

Respondents also claim that they try to ask patients about physical disorders as well as mental condition (47%). A detailed answers distribution is presented in Figure 11.

What’s more, medical staff declare (46%) that in the case if a patient has any doubts and the time of an appointment comes to an end, respondents would answer all questions

![Figure 9. Distribution of medical personnel’s answers to question no. 5](image-url)

Source: author’s own study on the basis of gathered study material.
even if a medical consultation would last longer. A detailed answers distribution is presented in Figure 12.

To sum up, answers to the above questions show that medical personnel have good intentions towards patients. Medical staff seriously try to reduce tension which is related to a specialist appointment (46%), use a simple and understandable language (80%), ask
their patients about physical disorders as well as emotional condition (47%), answer all their questions even when the time of an appointment will be longer than it was planned (46%). This consists an enormous health care organisation developmental potential which ought to be used by a manager in order to make a facility operation more effective.

**CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY**

Presented results support the keynote of the present article, that communication between a patient and medical personnel is important from medical staff’s point of view, and may also influence the management processes in health care organisations.

Research results confirm, that during the educational process only a little of time is dedicated to acquiring communication skills regarding communication between a patient and medical personnel. It also appeared that the medical staff do not attend training courses, conferences or read literature within the scope of proper communication, while highly rating their actions towards patient, trying to answer any patients questions or doubts, and also to reduce stress related to specialist appointment. Still, some kind of paradox may be seen in this situation, as medical personnel notice the need of education in this field, however they do little in this matter, despite sincere intentions regarding contact with patients. Particular need emerges to introduce some institutional arrangements in respect of effective and empathic communication, aimed to medical personnel at the stage of degree programmes education. It should be further continued in lifelong learning, and also should be supported by managers and principals of health care facilities, as it is clearly seen that “medical personnel have substantive competences, acquiring of which in education system, trainings and practical placements is outlined in details (…) Interpersonal skills
development is poor however, and there is certain lack of systematic solutions regarding their management” [Necki and Kęsy 2013]. It appears, that “both, medical doctors and nurses, claim educational needs in three branches, i.e. knowledge and skills regarding interpersonal communication, skills and knowledge concerning economics and management and actualisation of knowledge and professional medical skills” [Necki and Kęsy 2013]. Recent studies revealed, that medical personnel do not read literature, participate in seminars or conferences on communication by themselves. Perhaps, the reason of all of this might be lack of time, which is usually allocated to diverse and numerous duties. However, to assure that those responsible tasks will be properly and efficiently completed, organised form of education in effective communication with a patient should be ensured. Thus, it would be good to utilise positive intensions of medical personnel, starting with organising by a unit manager proper trainings regarding communication with patients. Obviously that education in terms of interpersonal skills can take many forms. Starting with providing medical staff with proper literature concerning communication with a patient, through regular specialists meetings in order to share their remarks and experiences, up to organising seminars, exercises and conferences. A manager should as well continuously motivate medical teams, reminding them how important their work is, and that communication is an inherent element of treatment process and might give many benefits. A director ought to articulate the significance of empathy and an individual way of patients’ treatment. It is even more important, as introducing mandatory education within the scope of communication would bring desired effect only when medical personnel’s way of thinking about communication will change. It is necessary to begin with values, through attitudes, to actions. A manager should take continuous effort to motivate medical staff to more frequent use of materials concerning proper communication with patients. In turn, classes in communication cannot be perceived as an annoying duty, but as a privilege which will enable medical staff better cooperate with a patient for his/her own benefit, but also for the benefit of whole health care unit.

It must not be forgotten, that contemporary, fast developing society struggles with numerous, progressing diseases of affluence. It is indisputable, that need for health care together with population ageing might get higher and more specialist. This means as well increasing social expectations towards health care facilities and medical staff itself. Relation between medical personnel and patients as well slowly changes. “In the traditional model relation between a doctor and a patient was asymmetric, the first influenced the other, gave advises, treated, prevented his/her diseases and ailments. Current conceptions emphasise a different nature of doctor–patient relation, considering it as mutual, reciprocal influence, and the result of this interaction may contribute to therapeutic success” [Necki and Kęsy 2013]. It is even more important, as the communication between medical staff and patients may influence the way health care organisations are managed. Having true, mutual dialogue with a patient, medical staff easier and faster will give a correct diagnosis, what can directly impact patients’ satisfaction from provided medical services, and this in turn can cause higher effectiveness of a given health care facility. A patient, to whom sufficient time would be devoted, who will be treated individually, probably will feel respected, heard and understood. Furthermore, when it would be necessary, he/she will return to this health care facility, and maybe will recommend a given institution to his/her own family, friends and acquaintances. He/she will do it, because, as Nęcki and
Kęsy noticed, current positive image of a health care facility will be mainly based on quality of relations and communication perceived from patients point of view [Nęcki and Kęsy 2013]. Apart from continuous extending of knowledge and improving medical staff qualifications, interpersonal skills will result in successful treatment, therefore in the success of a given facility. With highly qualified medical staff, interpersonal abilities of medical personnel might be a significant factor for competitive advantage. It appears that ‘interpersonal abilities, alongside with medical staff professional competences, are currently the factor that might significantly influence the success of whole organisation. These competences, understood as ability to social interaction, play a significant role for medical personnel, revealing themselves in relations with patients’ [Nęcki and Kęsy 2013]. Therefore, the role of a manager should be broadly defined assistance to medical services staff education within this scope. Those types of activity are in the interest of whole organisation, because they might significantly increase effectiveness and improve the quality of provided services, and as a result – they might influence the management of health care facility.

Summarising, communication skills are fundamental for functioning in a society, but they appear similarly important in matters of health care and its improvement. They give us ability to give a fast diagnosis and an effective action. However, the communication process between medical personnel and patients is more important as it might appear. Communication skills might also significantly influence on the way health care units are managed. The study showed, that in the course of medical staff education small attention is paid to learn communication with patients, even though medical personnel are satisfied with their relation with patients, and also present a will to support patients in healing process. Analysis of available studies enables to state, that answers to some important issues can be given. However, those issues open wide field for further research. In the future specific aspects of communication should be studied. It is all important not only because of the need for improving the level of soft skills in medical staff, what can significantly influence the level of patients’ satisfaction from provided services, but also might influence the way health care facilities are managed.

Last but not least, it should be emphasised, that communication in health care is a very interesting, nevertheless complex issue, to which more interest and attention should be paid in order to improve operation of health care facilities and concerning social health. Medical facilities managers should be obliged not only to maximise the utilisation of staff capabilities, but also to effective management of health care units. They should particularly emphasise comprehensive development of medical staff, as systematic and consequent improvement in medical personnel skills (including i.a. interpersonal abilities), might be a key to successful management of health care units.
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Summary. A health care is characterised of creating an individual, specific relation between representatives of health care units and patients, which means that not only medical staff professionalism but also an empathetic attitude towards patients are important questions. Literature regarding the issue of communication with patients is growing, there are as well workshops in an effective communication, nevertheless the topic is still of minor importance. Meanwhile, relations between medical personnel and patients may put a major impact on the quality of health care as well as patients satisfaction with medical services, what is important from a management point of view. A proper way of patients’ treatment by medical personnel may result not only in better attitude towards therapy, but also it may influence a more efficient management of health care facilities, as patient satisfied with medical services may recommend an organisation, which may have a positive impact on an institution’s image, allowing a manager to focus on more important aspects of an institution management. For the above reasons it is important to get to know medical personnel’s attitude to developing as well as improving communication skills in order to provide a holistic patients care, what can significantly influence a health care units management. Medical staff communication skills are important not only from a treatment perspective, but they can also be significant from the perspective of health care organisations management. The study material was gathered in the first quarter of 2014. In the final analysis questionnaires from 113 representatives of various medical professions were taken into consideration. The study results show that in the process of medical professionals education there is only a little attention paid to acquiring communication skills regarding communication between a patient and medical personnel. Also, the hypothesis according to which medical personnel is satisfied with communication with patients was confirmed. Furthermore, medical staff agree in stating that they care for a proper communication with patients. Conclusions coming from the study results may define a specific way of health care units management, which should comprise, among others, financial resources for trainings in medical personnel soft skills improvement.
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